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North ~ampus. Build-Up in. Works
By Jo~eph Donnelly
UNM. architects are in the
process of reappraising their
initi_al draft of North Campus
development. The plans could
cover the next 30 to 40 years of
University growth.
Joe McKinney, UNM ar.chitect, said, "T•he plans are
being reappraised to expedite ·it
for best use. A lot depends on the.
natiqo~l priorities of health care.
''Wt.
:~'are working on existing
probl.· s on :"Jorth campus,
parki .· g inventory problems and
the r;Aal master plan should have
the ~lutions," be said.
·
"We hope to complete the long
ra~ge plan this summer. Coupled
with this is evaluation of tran· · f
snortation and parking of north . ~ ( .
and central campus."
.
1
McKinney said there will"be a
·~
Photo hy Wcndollllunt
;; complete reappraisal of park!ng
Joe McKinney
at UNM.
··
McKiimey said the initial draft dian School on the north, Lomas
"in no way will influence the final . on the south, University on the
sketch, plans and proposals we west, and Stanford, Marble and
are doing now."
Vassar on the east.
The initial draft was .made in
Regent Albert Simms asked
late November and delivered to for the long-range plans of the
the UNM Regents in December. north campus when federal funds
The draft included development were acquired for a Family Pracof about 190 acres boarded by· In- tice Psychiatry Building.
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This is UNM's own try at desert development-a preliminary
. draft for North Campus improvement
·
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Max Bennett, assistant to the
vice president of Health Sciences, said the plans center on
health sciences because of the
location of nearby Bernalillo
County Medical Center and the
proposed
Veterans
Ad·
ministration Hospital would help
health students on job training.
"As programs are added they
can be related to services," he
said.
Bennett s~lid some of the
monies for the buildings are
already available.
"'l'he greatest proportion of
the buildings are health related
because of growing interest in
the health scieQces," Bennett
said.
The
Family
Practice
Psychiatry Building plans also include for other health science
buildings. The proposed Dental
Program building will be one of
the first constructed. The Child
Psychiatry Unit and multi·
million dollar Veterans Hospital
will be others included. A
Children's Center, a Medical
Research Building, and a Health
Science Learning Resource Center are also included.
IContinued on pugc Ill
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Three Wells Provide Water

U. Quenches Most of Its Thi.rst
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By J.Gormally
UNM ·used more than 688
million gallons of water in 1975.
Floyd Williams, dir'ector of
UNM's Physical Plant, said that
most of the water used by the
University is pumped from weJis
located on campus.
"The big majority of the water
we use is obtained from three
wells the University has on cam'
pus, ". he saa'd .
"To put numbers to that, we
anticipate a need of 282.7 million
.gallons from our own wells and
another $30,000' worth this year
in water bought from the city.
"We buy about 150 million
gallons from the city not counting our south golf course.
"The cost is a sliding scale but
it averages about 20 cents per
thousand gallons," he said.
Williams, who holds a degree
in Civil Engineering from UNM,
said the three wells pump 2000,
1500 and 300 gallons per minute
respectively.
He said the south goU course
maintains two reservoirs and a
small tank, used primarily for ·
irrigation, adding t9 main cam· .
pus water supplies.
The 200 acre golf course; he
said, used almost 256 million
gallons of water in 1975.
.
A monthly breakdown of water
usage ranges from a low of 17
million gallons per month during
January, 1975 to a high of nearly
74 ·million gallons during June,
1975.
, Water usage during May,
June, July and August averaged

Photo hy Wendell llunt

Floyd Willia.-ns
about 69 million gallons per mon·
th whereas figures for January,
February, March and December,
the· four low months; had a mon·
thly average-of 20 million gallons.
.Williams said daily campus
usage varies . but usually
averages about 1.5 million
.
·
gallons.
"Water usage tables show the
.average person consumes about
ten gallons of water per day. We
have 18,000 people on campus so
that's roughly 180.000 gallons
per day," he said.
"In addition we have ap·
proximately 2000 dorm students
who use about 50 gallons a day.
"Irrigation and other uses such
as refrigeration and. laboratory
consumption probably varies

from six million gallons per month duringthe cold months to over
50 million gallons during the
growing season.
"It is very normal on the main
campus to average 1.5 r,nillion
gallons per day," he said.
The daily consumption during
January's low of 17 million
gallons was nearly 600,000
gallons. In contrast, June's high
of 74 million gallons consumed
averaged almost 2.5 million
gallons per day.
GSA Pres. Bill Tryon
. Williams said the pond being
built near the Administration
building (Scholes Hall) will be
used to take pressure off the
irrigation system during peak
hours of operation.
''T.he pond we're building east
of· the Administration building
Graduate Student Association (GSA) President Bill Try<Jn is asking
will be used as an irrigation · graduate assistants and teaching assistants who have expressed
reservoir. We'll be pumping dissatisfaction with their jobs to give him written outlines of their:.
water into the pond and using it complaints.
·
.
. to irrigate the surrounding six
Tryon said several members of the GSA council have expressed
acres, .. he said.
concern over the plight of G A's and T A's.
"This will tend to offer relief · Grievances mentioned at the GSA meetings include low salaries
during the peak hours of regular and department chairmen forcing the GA's and T A's to do work that
irrigating."
.
isn't covered in their contracts.
,
Of the 150 million gallons pur~
The GSA president said he would work to improve the situation if
ch~sed annually from the City of the GA's and TA's will take time to present him with an accurate
· Albuquerque, he said, most of it description of their problems. ·
supplies the h~alth science area .
"I must emphasize that only with an adequate response from you
and contributes to the campus will my actions be viable,u Tryon said.
fire protection system. .
He decHned to elaborate on what steps the GSA might take on
Both the health science region behalf of the graduate student employ~es, saying the iourse of action
north of Lomas Boulevard and depends on the response to his call for information.
the main campus require a stand·
Tryon said the issues raised c<Jnccrning GA's and TA's appear to be
by system, he said.
significant problems of long standing.
Williams said the largest
.. With your cooperation, these problems will be brought to the at·.
reservoir on the main campus -is tention of the administration in a unified manner," Tryon said.
located directly beneath the ten~
Tryon said the outlines, which should be turned into the GSA office
I Continued on pag!! 61 in the SUB as soon as possible. will be confidential.

GSA to Investigate
Grad Student Problems
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R~agan
RAI,EIGH, N .C.-Ronald
Reagan upset President Ford
Tuesday in North Carolina for his
fir.si primary win, and Jimmy
Carter crushed-perhaps per·
manently-George Wallace's
dream of the White House.
Reagan, the 65-year-old con•
servative crusader, and Carter,
the
51-year-old
anti·
establishment candidate, both
scored impressive wins with
clear-cut majorities in th.e year's
sixth primary and the south's
second.
Ford's loss was the first by an
incumbent president since Harry
•rruman was beaten in New Ham·
pshire on March 11, 1952.
In Washington, Ford was
reported "disappointed," but still
'\confident of ultimate victory."
Press secretary Ron Nessen said,
"'l'he President had expected a
close race in North Carolina, but
he hnd expected to win-so
naturally, he's disappointed."
It was a critical victory for
Reagan, who had lost to Ford in
the first five primaries. The for·
mer California Governor had
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Upsets Ford 1n Southern Primary
been under extreme pressure to
end his quest for the Republican
presidential nomination and
unify the party behind Ford.
And it was a blow· to F'ord's
dream of eliminating the Reagan
challenge and rolling unimpeded
to the GOP nomination in Kansas
City in August.
.
Carter,· the former Geo1•gia
Governor who has won five of six
primaries, became the first
Democratic candidate to roll up a
majority. In St. Louis he said the
North Carolina win showed the

voters- not "the political big
shots"-will
decide
the
Democratic nominee.
. ·Added to earlier wins in New
Hampshir"e, Vermont, Florida
and Illinois, North Carolina
promised to give Carter the
momentum for major fights
against Henry Jackson and
Morris Udall in the northern in·
dus£rial states.
Ford's chief. political adviser,
Rogers C,B. Morton, said in
Washington "I don't think we've
been dealt a very serious blow."

Group Wants Pardon
For Older /Tokyo Rose'
CHICAGO-Mrs. Iva Toguri
D'Aquino, an American citizen
D'Aquino posed glumly for pic· who was in Japan during the
tures Tuesday but declined to war, was found guilty in 1949 by
comment on dispatches which a San Francisco jury of treason
suggested she was unfairly con· for broadcasting propaganda to
victed for treason as "Tokyo U.S. troops in the Pacific theater
Rose."
. during World War II. She served
"Okay, how long will this six years of a 10-year prison sen·
take'?" D'Aquino, 59, •told UPI tence, was fined $10,000 and was
photo~rapher Ray Foli when he stripped of her citizenship.
arrived at the small gift shop
A Japanese-American group .is
where she works in Chicago.
currently seeking a presidential
"Follow me," she said, in· pardon for D'Aquino .
dicating a backroom where Foli
Felipe D'Aquino, the woman's
made a set of pictures. When he
Portuguese-Japanese
husband,
asked her to smile, she declined.
told Yates in 'l'okyo that when he
entered the U.S. in 1949 to
New Mexico
testify at his wife's trial, the FB.I
DAILY LOBO
and immigration authorities told
him he would not be allowed to
No. 116
Vol. 80
testify unless he signed il paper
Box 20, University P .0., L NM
saying he would never return to
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
America.
Editorial Phone (50S) 277He signed and returned to
4102, 277·4202
Japan. Iva D'Aquino was notable
Thl' N<'w Mc.•xko Daill' Luho is- puhlislwd
to leave the United States after
MtmdtiY through f'rlday- i..'\'l'ry rc.•gulnr wt·l'k
she
was freed from prison
of tlu.· llni\•c.•tslty yt•nr and Wl't:'kly durlhg tlw
sumnlt•r sl·~.•dtln by th~· BoJ1rd ur Stutlc.•nl
because she was "stateless" and
Puh11<'ntions or th(~ llnh.•tlrsiLY or Nl'W Mt•Xfco,
could not obtain a passport.
and is nut financially a~sol'ialt•d whh UN~l.
Sl't'ond clan JHislngi.' paid at Alburttll'rtlllt•,
Nt•w Mt•xico 87131. Hub!it'TiJition r3tt.i is
StO.OO for tht•m·adt•mlt' ycnr.
1'tw opinion!t Uftresscd mt the tlditorinl
pnv;t.•s of '1'lll' Uaily l.Qbu tU'{1 tllo!iic or thl'
author soMy. l'nsi~nt•d opinion is that of thtt
t•tlituri:tl hoard or Ttw O~tlly l,nho, Nuthin~
prinh.•d in Tht.• naily J.nlw flt'C('Ssnrily
rl'llrt'IH'nts lhl• .'it>"'!'i oftht1 t'niversity o( N't.•w
MI•.Xh'U,

"This whole thing has been
haunting me for years, the way
she was treated and framed,"
D'Aquino said. "All during the
war, there was no doubt in
any body's mind that Iva was pro·
American."

At 9:20 p.m. (MST), with 99
per cent of the precincts counted
Reagan had 52 per cent of the
votes (100,984) while Ford held
46 per cent (88,249 ).
The vote summary in the
Democratic side was: Carter, 54
per. cent .(320,861); Wallace, 35
per cent (209,659); Hen~y
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Jackson, 4' per cent (25 .. 692);
Morris Udall, 2 per cent (14,008);
Fred Harris, 1 per cent (6142);
Lloyd Bentsen, 0 per cent .(1792).
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By United Press International

Israel Takeover Called Illegal
UNITED NATIONS- U.S. Ambassador William W. Scranton said
Tuesday Israel's takeover of Jerusalem and the construction of
Jewish settlements in occupied Arab territory are regarded by the
United States as illegal,
The new American envoy, noted for advocating an "even-handed"
policy by Washington toward Arabs and Israelis in the middle east,
told the Security Council this has been his government's position sin·
ce Israel occupied the Arab part of Jerusalem in 1967.
The presence of Israeli settlements in occupied Arab territory "is
seen by my government as an obstacle to the success of the
negotiaUons for a just and final peace between Israel and its neigh·
bors," Scranton said on the second day of a debate over demands for
an end to Israeli "repression."
He said that under international law, as expressed in a Geneva con·
vention, the occupation of territory must· not interfere with the
"customary llfe" of the area.
·

Novus 4515

Cop Left Holding the Bag...

WASHINGTON-'rhe hard line laid down publicly Monday by
Secretary of State Kissinger against communist expansionism was
further expanded and defined Tuesday by one of his top aides.
Winston Lord, director of policy planning for the state department,
told the House Inte_rnational Relations Subcommittee on the Future
of Foreign Policy, "We need to maintain penalties for irresponsible
Soviet behavior" as well as to develop incentives for more moderate
actions.

Our 'Price

Our Price

$59.97

Novus 835

.

•·

Our Price

Novus 4525
Novus 4520

Programmable

WASHINGTON-A 14·year-old boy, fearful of a detection device at
an entrance to the visitors galleries in the House, Tuesday
unknowingly passed a bag of marijuana for safekeeping to a plain
clothes detective. "
Capitol Police Chief James Powell !jaid the boy, who was not iden·
tified because of his age, was from Ollio. and was accompanied to 'the
Capitol by his father and mother. He was turned over to District of
Columbia juvenile authorities.for possible furthel' action.

Kissinger:· Stop U.S. Passivity

Novus 4510

$21.97

The first
Mathmatician
._follg-featored
electronic slide
·roles priced
.
like fine mechanicalsHde roles;

I
i,

i

ANTIQUES

~j

I
'
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e 256-7103
2nd ANNIVERSARY SALE • 1 Day Only
~~4.>
Wednesday, March 24th
,\,)
.,
DISCOUNTS GALORE.
3409 CENTRAL. N.E.
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Electronic slide rule performance
you never thought you'd get
for the price.
0 Arithmetic, trigonometric and
logarithmic fllnctions.
D RPN (Reverse Polish Notation)
logic with "built-in" hierarchy
for increased accuracy and
speed.
0 Three-level stack plus separate
accumulating memory.
D Eight-digit LED display with
full-floating decimal.
D Common and natural logarithms and antilogarithms.
0 Sine, cosine, tangent and inverse trigonometric functions.
D Instant automatic calculation
of powers and roots.
D Instant conversions of radians
to degrees or vice· versa.
· 0 Square, square root, and
reciprocal calculations.
0 Pi, change sign, ~nd register
exchange keys.
D Unique batt~y-saver display.
D Automatic rl!ciprocals.
D Automatically sums squares of
samples (x).
D "Roll-down'' clear.
0 Indicator light·lor low battery
·
condition.
[] MOS/LSI solid-state circuitry.
D Engineered and-manufactured
by National Semiconductor
Corporation, a world-leader in
solid-state technology.

I

2411 San Pedro N.E.
•·

Our Price

$33.97

Operates like a calculator.
Performs like a compl!ter.
D Fully-featured electronic slide
rule with learn-mode program·
ming capability.
Cl. A learn-mode capacity totalling
100 separate steps.
D Several different programs can
be contained at the same time.
D Delete feature lets you correct
programs while you are writing
them.
·
D You have complete freedom to
select keyboard entries as
variables or constants.
D Skip key permits skipping over
entire programs to access
additional programs within
100-step capacity.
D Automatic warning signal in
display lets you know when you
exceed programming capacity.
0 The Novus Programmable
Mathematician is rechargeable
and comes complete with
nickel cadmium batteries,
charger and attractive vinyl
, carrying case.

- RPN Logic with
"built in" hierarchy
for increased accuracy
and speed • ..._

$12.97

Programmable

- Bright, 8-dlglt.
LED display

Scientist
Our Price

- "Live" per cent Key

$79.97

- Square Root Key
- Four Key
accumulating
memory stores a
number for later
use and lets you
add too, Subtract
from, or recall
memory at the
press of a key.

- All the functions
of the 4520 plus-

- A reliable 4-level
stack lets you review
or use intermediate
solutions
Eight digit plus
2-digit expone'nt LED
display with full-floating
decimal system
- Scientific notation
for increased
' mathmatical capacity
-Plus mote

-. Simplified programming
you simply engage the
learn switch and
perform a problem
In a normal manner.
The 4525 records
the formula and lets
you debug the
program as it's written.
- The learn mode
capacity totals
· 100 separate steps.

NOVU~

·Plus More

Consumer Products from
National Semiconductor

Consumer Products from
National Semiconductor

I
I

I

Scientist

Novus 4515 Programmable
Mathematician

Novus 4510 Mathematician
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North Carolina left Reagan far
behind Ford ),n delegates. Reagan
was winning 28 of the ·54
delegates, which would give him
81 for the year to date,
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Great Books surrounded by the instruments of Science, ready to dispense
information to any student daring enough to climb the m.usty stairs to his
Ivory Tower ...
And all the while the Faculty Member sits in the Tower unmindful of the
t~;mpests that rage around the University.
Many of the UNM faculty seem to cling to this Image, thinking they are
, abovt'l the community and its affairs. This may have been true when UNM
was a little college far from downtown Albuquerque. But Albuquerque has
surrounded the University, so it is riCJiculous for people here to ignore the
community.
There are exceptions to the rule, of course. -!_ack Kolbert, Marion Cottrell and Alan Reed were interested enough to become City Councillors.
Some professors work with the Urban Observatory.
There are other individual examples, but as 'a body, the most outstanding feature about the faculty is silence.
·
When the State Legislature is in session, it is the administration and
students who go to Santa Fe to lobby for the University. The faeulty is
rarely seen there, so the budget gets cut and all it can do is complain.
When the debate was on about the nude dance at Popejoy Hall, there
was no great rush by the faculty to defend or deny freedom of expression.
Only one professor let his feelings be known. He disagreed W!th the LOBO
stand, but disagreement is better than silence.
Faculty members do not take vows of silence when they get tenure.
Granted, tenure guarantees fantastic job security, but it is. no reason to
give up concern about life on the outside. Students are getting a raw deal
from these cloistered people whose minds are stagnating because they
cannot see beyond the end of their tenures.
.
The exchange of ideas is part of the learning experience. These ideas
come from the research faculty does, yes, but even more ideas can be
gained from interactioo with outside sources.
Community interaction is more than making speeches to groups who
ask for lectures from faculty experts. A genuine concern about the lives
and property of the people who support the University through taxes goes
a lot deeper than book learning and laboratory research.
Let the faculty members become part of the communitY. They might
learn something.
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We have at one time or another conjured an image of the Professor, the
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bJJ Faculty Member, sitting at his large desk reading a massive volume of the
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The Controversy Over Gasification Plant
Editor: .
There are only a few days left unlil a decision is made. A decision
which may lead to the destruction
of one of the most beautiful and enchanting areas of the country! I'm
speaking of the controversy about
the Kaiparowits Plateau region and
several proposed power and
gasification plants. There was an
ad co.ncerning this in the papers a
few weeks ago. How many of you
have written letters? How many
have let their wishes be known?
Don't forget, it may soon be too
late.
There are many objections to this
project. Secretary Rogers Morton
denied permits for this huge industrial complex but now Secretary
Thomas Kleppe is being pressured
into allowing it. This is a bad
mistake. It will have great impact
on eight national parks, 26 national
monuments and three recreation
areas, all of which are known for
their clear air and desert beauty.
Th~ pollution from the Four Corners Plant alone was obvious to
astronauts in space, yet the
proposed plants will produce much
more. Only two of them (there are
five to be built) will emit 137 tons of
fly ash DAILY! Up to 735 tons of
sulphur dioxide and 622 tons of
nitrogen dioxide will also be
produced DAIL VI Three times the
daily production of Los Angeles
County! I Are we going to allow a
mess like Los Angeles in our
beautiful SW? The visibility will be
reduced to 15 miles and a layer of
black soot will cover everything
within hundreds of miles of the
plants. ·
But, we mustn't forget the other
influences ·of this destructive
project. Don't forget the new roads
which must be built, the strip
mines, quarries, pipelines. railways,
"boom" towns, electric transmission lines and the recovered
• wastes (1,840 tons per PLANT per
DA Yl whic]1 m_u_st be dis osed of,

probably in the Colorado River:
And why all of this? Why should
such rare beauty be sacrificed flO
that Southern California and
Arizona can hal!e more electric toys·
to play with?.Do we really need all
this •:growth" and development? I
say NO! I We, as intelligent beings,
must realize our responsibilities and .
stop this outrageous misuse of our
air, soil and water. We must thin.k
of future generations who Will
question why we allowed such an
irreplaceable loss. We must implement better energy conservation

methods and fi~d alternative
methods of supplymg the ener~y
we need.
t
P!ease,. people, ~p~ak . ou I
Agamst th1s monstr~•ty · W~t~o~~
Sec~et:ry ~homa~'NO~P,P~ t e our
Apnl
an say
·
e Y
Senators and r~p~e~enta~•~es
know ~ow you e!! · e your ne~;
d~, neighbors an1- c o·wt~~rsj Ac ·
1
F1ght to sav:ha lttbe 0 t ~s o~et~,.
world that as e~n. I a•ven .•
u ~ - f o r Y 0 u r c 11 r e n · s
children-and yourse~. . S R 'd
anon · el

1

Davis Avoided ·situation
Editor:
In response to the statement
made Friday (3-5-76) in the LOBO
by Davis, I feel an investigation is
greatly needed and I feel Davis is
avoiding the situation completely.
These basketball players would 'not
quit the team just for the sake of
quitting. As a matter of fact, they
have a lot to lose. Common sense
should tell him that.
Davis is doing a great dis-service
to the University as a whole by
ignoring their allegations. I don't
see how he can say he has so much
confidence in Ellenberger when I
personally feel Davis has not been
here long enough to make a good
justifiable statement. No one
knows what goes on behind closed
doors except those players and the
coaches. So therefore, I don't care
how much Davis has called· himself
observing, he still does not know
and obviously does not want to
listen, which brings us to the issue
of why the players allegedly went
to the media first.
It is about time ~or Davis to face
the facts and realize there is a
definite problem that needs to be
solved, because Without black
athletes, you will not win. These
athletes already have one strike
against them, beinq black- but you

0 pi fl i 0 fl illllllllllllllllilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUI,IIIIlllllllllll ~~
Some Reactions In Wagon Mound, NM ~
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Student Health Center

Editor:
1 would be grateful if. you would print this letter in the LOBO as a rebuttal to Donald Jeffries' letter in your March 10edition.
1 would like to express my reaction to the care I received at the Student
Health Center. The doctors, nurses, and personnel of the center were
courteous, competent, and genuinely concerned about me as a person
and about my health.
1 recently had a bad fall at the University, and almost broke my hand and
arm. 1 went to the Walk·ln Clinic, found that there were a couple of people
ahead of me, and had to wait only about 10 or 15 minutes. The nurse who
initially saw me was very helpful, and later the doctor (Dr; Bro~nl had my
hand x-rayed for a possible break. He worked in a very profess1onal manner and gave me some good suggestions to speed the healing of my
bruised arm and hand.
I later consulted the Center's allergist, Dr. Fackelman, for my hay fever.
He ,spent a full 45 minutes with. me, explaining the different things that
might contribute to my allergy. He also examined me to make _su~e that
there weren't any unusual c0mplications. He gave me a prescnpt1on for
acne, and it is clearing up as never before.
. .
·1 am tired of hearing spoiled and ungrateful people complammg ~bout
the treatment at the center. It is truly competent, thorough, and ava•lable
for a very small student health fee. I wish to thank its personnel.
.
Gwen VanDenHeuvel

By Sarah Seidman
Ther!l are a lot of proud people
living in Wagon Mound. Following
my own spring vacation advice, I
spent my break in the small village I
had written about in the LOBO
{March 111.
When I went into the post office,
the postmaster, Junior: Mr. Martinez, the mayor; and some other
townspeople were discussing my
article and they gave . me their
opinion of Albuquerque journalism.
They were angry at what they con·
sidered the "condescending" tone
of the article and they pointed out a
number of inaccuracies in the
story.
I am writing this Jetter to correct
those errors and to apologize to the
people of Wagon Mound for any
real or imaginary slight to their
village. ,To me, receiving the feedback from the townspeople taught
me a valuable lesson in journalism,
both by showing me the im·
portance of triple-checking my facts and by realizing anew the incredible influence and power of the
press. This town has a proud and
loyal population and they want
people all over the state to know
the parts of Wagon Mound that I
neglected to mention.
Some errors in fact and
clarification:
1) The "spooky wooden house"
of Mrs. Martinez at the base of the
Wagon Mound is not wood but
adobe, and the cattle that graze on
that land are not hers.
2) At a Jan. 31 meeting of state
examiners the Wagon Mound
public school system, grades K-12,
retained full accreditation.
31 The mayor, Mr. Martinez, actually owns the large general store
in town. The store does not carry
"suspicous looking chorizo;" that
word in this village means standard
bologna, not the chili-spiked
sausage found in Albuquerque.
The people said they were of-

cannot expect them to keep on •
being exploited. They are human
beings, they are men and they want
to be respected.
Joyce McKinney

Cohesiveness
Editor:
•
This is just a quick note to voice
my agreement with Gaylord Lopez'
letter of March 9.
Anyone who is concerned with
organizing people fqr a set purpose
realizes that group cohesiveness
depends on the mutual respect of
the members and their respect for
the leader. Norm Ellenberger has
obviously never known this .or.
forgotten it. Instead of modeling
· Hitler in his demand for blind
obedience, he should take a look at
John Woden, retired coach at
UCLA. John Woden knew how" to
treat his players as people and his
coaching was done during the
week, not screamed during the
game. Norm Ellenberger might do
well to go back to school and get
himself together before trying to
work with people.
Colleen Butler

The uncompromising ones.
The calculations you face require no less.
The new compact HP-21 and HP·25
scientific calculators take it easy on your
budget-and give you the same uncom·
promising design and quality that go into
every Hewlett-Packard pocket calculator,
regardless of price.

.TheHP-21 Scientific.

$100.00

• 32 built· in {unctions and operations.
Performs all log and trig functions, the
latter in radians or degrees; rectangular/
polar conversion; register arithmetic;
common log evaluation.
• Performs all basic data manipulations.

The HP-25 Scientific Programmable.

$195.
• 72 built·in functions and operations.
• Keystroke programmability. The auto·
matic answer to repetitive problems.
• Full editing capability.
• Branching and conditional test
capability,
• 8 addressable memories.

fended by the implication that
anyone would "crawl" to the Bean
Day celebration; they insist they do
not have racial problems and it is
true that my sister and I have met
with only cordial good will in our
dealings with the town.
I failed to mention the high
school basketball team, which clinched the Class A State Championship the day after my article
appeared.
The community has more spirit

q
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Time For A Change

Editor:
May 1 add this comment to those of others. I believe the ~l~e h~s come
for America to snap. By snap, I refer to change. A C!V11izat1on that
becomes stagnant in the position of the status quo does not la~t long. 200
years of America can be more than just a dream. I recall an art•cle relating
to that in some house magazine. Sums it up very well. 200 years of
historically valid information. The party has gone on long enough. As my
people told me many years ago, life is not a fies~a.' celebr~tion, or for fun.
Life is a state of bewilderment, knowledge, deCISIOn, action. What to do,
or something to that effect. We always have an individual choice, personal
freedom, it is called. We each must temper the illusions of idealism with
the pragmatism of realism. America is now matured.
Taking the courtesy to thank you in advance,
Abel Sanchez

LaW

ScfLool

c:A.d1111S~iOll
Te~t
The Test: April10
The Review Course:
April 5-8, 6:00 to 10:00 p.m.
UNM School of Law, Room 102
Students who are serious about their future legal careers
will want to begin their preparation even before they take the
Law School Admission Test. Professional Educators of New
Mexico offers a course to help you achieve a higher score on
the LSAT. The course consists of four consecutive nights of
preparatory instruction taught by attorneys and other
professionals, utilizing an approach technique which farmiliarizes the student with the format of the LSAT and the
analytical techniques and methods which can lead to better
scores on the test.
PENM's updated course materials and limited enrollment
policy assure maximum student involvement and an insight
into the latest LSAT developements.
PENM guarantees that if you do not score 600 or above
on the LSAT you may take the course again at no charge.

Registration Form

Both the HP-21 and the HP-25

I wish to enroll for PENM's LSAT Review
Course. Enclosed is my check for $80.00

feature:
• RPN logic system with 4-memory stack.
• Full decimal display control.
Come in and see these great new
calculators today.

_I will soon be taking the LSAT Please send
a brochure describing PENM'S review cour·
ses.

( HDLMAN1 S 1 INC.) .
Nanle________________~-----------

401 Wyoming Blvd. NE
265~7981

.

~

Address------~------~--------~

CitY----------~-------------~-

State___________ Zip

BAHKAMERICARD

Editorial ·Board
Utlstgllcd

editorials represent a
majority opimon of the Daily Lobo
Staff. All other columns, cartoons
and letters reprcscnt the oprn1on
or the au1hor and do hOt necessarily
reflect the views of the staff.

Editor-in-Chief
Orlando R. Medina

Managing Editor
Michael_ O'Connor

Features Editor
Mike Gallagher

Photo Editor
Miguel Gandert

News Editor
John Rucker

Arts & Media
Terry England

Copy Editor
Susan Walton Joseph Donnelly

Sports Editor
Harold Smith
Business Manager
Harry Chapman

\~~----------~~~--~~--------------------~~

e ;., J.J.J

Payment by check or money order c;.hou!d he tecetved by PE.NM no later than one> wecok prior to
lhP beginning of th~ course. Law pa;..mc'fitS v..111 be subJeCt to a five dollar add1tion3l f"'1

Professional Educators of New Mexico
Post Office Box 26045

"Ask For Student Discount"
Store Hours, M;F, 8-5:30
Sat., 8:30-4:30 .

~

than many larger towns; they care
about the village reputation and
they are defensive about any comments from "outsiders." When an
article in a university paper can end
up as the subject of an entire town
meeting, one understands a little
better the unity and loyalty of the
citizens.
·
Wagon Mound is a nice place to
visit, and a good place to live. If my
article gave any other impression it
was unintentional and erroneous.

inc.

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87125

505 255·4050.
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Law School Arrangement Makes
] Joint Degrees Easier to Obtain

Group Requirements Studied
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By Sandi Bickel
'£he UNM Law School has an
agreement with two departments of schools in the Univer·
sity, which would allow students
to acquire both a law degree and
a master's degree in a shorter
period of time than previously.
While acquiring a law degree,
graduate students in this joint
degree program arc allowed to
obtain a master's in Arts and
Public Administration or a
master's of Business Ad·
ministration.
The program, which has been
in existence since 1972, involves
interplay between the UNM Law
School, the Department of Public
Administration and the Graduate

The largest selection
of hard aluminum
MEASURING TOOLS

Robert Desiderio
School of Business.
The purpose of the program is
to save the student some time.
"There is no joint program in the
sense of combined classes or combined work," he said. "It's just a
matter of saving time in
acquiring both-degrees."
The Law School has worked
out individual programs with
other departments in the past.
"Previously, when somebody
else wanted to do something in
civil engineering, for example,
we went to the gmduate schools
and got that okayed," Robert
Desiderio, associate dean at the
Law School, said. About six
students, including students
graduating this year, will have
received a joint degree through
this program.
To be admitted to the
program, a student must be accepted separately by each school.
"That means you have to be a law
student, then accepted into
graduate school, in order to get
both degrees," Desiderio said.
Although students can avoid
hours of
taki
12 to

work, they won't be lacking in
their education. "They are
picking up a number of hours in a
related discipline that is not
!lirectly law content, but has
direct relationships to .Jaw,"
Desiderio said.
"All of the classes in Public
Administration have to be
related to law because a lawyer
deals with administrative agencies and administration," he said.
"And in business courses: most
of the law has some economic
content to it, and therefore understanding organizational
behavior,
accounting
and
business ideas, help in understanding how the laws abide."
The effect in the master's
program in administration is the
reduction of the total hourly load
by 12 hours. The Law School will
accept six hours of Public Administration work toward the
law degree, and in turn, Public
Administration will accept six
hours of law work toward the
degree. "That's dual credit," he
said. "It will get into both
schools. Plus, it saves a semester
of work. Instead of taking four
years, it really takes three-andone-half years to graduate. If you
use the summers, you can get
both degrees in three years."
"In
the
Business
Ad·
ministration area we will accept
nine hours of work from B&AS.
They will accept nine hours of
work from the Law School," he
said. "Thus we reduce the total
load by 18 hours.
"It's three years for Law
·School, two years for Business
Administration. Thus we are
knocking down somewhat more
than a semester. A student can
finish, with summer (work), 'in
four years with both degrees."
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AFTER GRADUATION
PEACE CORPS * VISTA
OFFER YOU AN ALTERNATE ROUTE
WE HAVE CHALLENGING AND
CREATIVE VOLUNTEER
ASSIGNMENTS OVERSEAS AND
THROUGHOUT THE u:s.

The New Mexico state convention of the Socialist Workers
Party (SWPJ will take place
today at 7:00p.m. in Room 253 of
the SUB.
The convention will select a
slate of presidential electors for
the 1976 elections and take the
necessary steps to put the
presidential slate of the SWP,
Peter Camejo, candidate for

I

... University Thirst
fCuntinu(ld from p:igl' 1')

nis courts. It has a reserve
capacity of one million gallons.
"The main campus has one
large reservoir which is under
the tennis courts east of Mesa
Vista Hall. It has a capacity of
one-and-a-half million gallons.·
The water is treated and pumped
out onto the campus. The reservoir stays nearly full so there is
at least a million gallons in reserve at all times."
He said the Universityproduced water costs 15 cents
per thousand. gallons. The
University produced 538 million

president and Willie Mae Reid,
candidate for vice president on
the New Mexico ballot .
The featureo:l speaker will be
Raul Gonzalez, a_ national youth
coordinator for the SWP Campaign Committee, speaking on
"Chicanos and the 1976 Elections." All interested people are
invited.

Did VOLJ bother to lock
your bike thiS morning?
yaurettm?
Wllltbe tl'lereWhen

REELOCK 1$lhe fnst b1cytle lockmg system lo offer
tonven.ence ~nd absolute safety. The system attaches
to the Ttame crossmember. and cannot be
-removed m lock pos1tton Ch:m'i

tetrads mlo l<tmper·

pioof ·case when Mt 1r1 use. Lock$ and unlocks m

second:;~

By Jo Lopez
Grou•• requirements for admittance into the College of Arts
and Sciences or for graduation
from the college? This was one
question raised by representative faculty members at a
recent meeti'ng concerning
possible changes in the college's
group requirements.
The faculty were presented
with three proJfosals for group
requirements including one
developed by a nine-member
committee which has been
working on the issue since October, 1975.
Two other proposals include
one fashioned after the present
group requirements in effect since fall, 1971 emphasizing the
basic discipline courses of
English and Mathematics.
Another proposal was composed
by Chris Garcia, committee
chairman and arts and sciences
Associate Dean.
Garcia's proposal requires
English and mathematics courses
and guarantees "the breadth of
the student's knowledge regardless of the specialty" he may
wish to major in.
The faculty decided, after
discussing the proposals, to allow
Garcia and the committee to
work more on their proposal after having heard more faculty
~esponse.
·
There was approval of the committee's proposal by some departments not present at the
previous meetipg of Arts and
Sciences' faculty.
At the previous meeting, opposition was mainly geared
towards the complex, setup of the
five categories of classes to
choose from. The complication
was the listing of courses according to their content and not
according to what department
they belonged.
Philosophy chairman Paul Schmidt said the committee's
proposal "shows how philosophy
is applicable in all different
fields." He said the other two

More than 688 million gallons of this precious Southwestern
scarcity (water) were used by UNM in 1975. The daily
average use of this liquid on campus is about .1.5 million
gallons; .

Socialist Convention
•

llr. r. Duford Pri<•, U. of C,,l., llorkoloy, speak~ 'i;j
on "In St:'nrch ()( lht.! Mn.gnoli<' Monopolr,'' Thur· ~
sdny, 7;30 p.m .. l'hysirsl,rcturc !lull.
~

Three Proposals Considered

gallons of its 1975 water supply.
Albuquerque provided another
150 million gallons at a cost of
$30,000.
Any way you add it up, the
1975 UNM water bill was a whopper.

Build-Up
IContinut>tl from

pa~-:e

1)

'!'he $50 million Veterans Administration Hospital is still under consideration.
With health science facilities,
there are also plans for more
housing, a research center, new
facilities
for
Continuing
Education and the Physical
Plant.
The initial draft also includes
plans for two parking structures
to ease parking around BCMC.
Additions to KNME television,
Physics and Astronomy, the Law
School, Basic Science and BCMC
are included.
Present structures such as the
student astronomy observatory
and the building which houses
Continuing Education will be
knocked down to make room for
some of the plans.
McKinney said consideration
for relocation of the observatory
has been going, on. He said a
possible site is above Farris
Engineering building.

Mcdieal Collcp;l) Admissions Tl~st is. on April 24. ;'3
dN1dlinu Ccw applicaliMs h Mnr('ll 29. Contnrt•
,Ju;m Alwyta, rm 181, Un~ir Sd.IJldg., Mt'd Sthool t1;:1
orNlll277 272f! for mon1 info.
:S

z

Sp~d;1l meeting, UNM Spurs, \\'l'dl\esday, rm
231·1>. SUB. Members mt"!ct 7:15 p.m.; new ~p
plir-nnts,join al7:30 p.m.

~.. iostn Commitll'c meets Wcdn~sdny, 4:30p.m.,
CIMano Stud!t's, n~w mumbcrs plcn~w show up.

Prof. J, Spidle conduct~ st~miMr/dlsrussion on
"JQb Plucl'mcnt," WednesdaY, 12:30 p.m., llistQrf
Dept. Loungll, Mcfill Vista. Intrr~slcd sludcnts,
staff, faf.'ult.y inVil~d. "brQWJ} bag h.m~hcs" t•n·

EnHf{hlNJlll("nt-frct! hllrodud4ry Jrcturc on
'I'rllnsecnd(•!lllll .l\1t">Qil3tion, WedM.sdny, l"WlO
Jt,m. ilnd 7:!JO p.m., rm ·250-A, n, SUB.
.
Home Be Ctul1 meets. Wcdnesd!ty, 6:30 l),m. In
Simpson Rm.
.
KnppR Omicron Phi ::~c.:holarship applications
now avt!il:\ble in Flt~a.ndal Aids Orfice. Mesa Vista.
Rr..oturn to rm no, (:()liege of Ed. b~ April
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hy Howard Pare

Peter Workman
alternative proposals were
traditional methods and he was
glad to see something new being
attempted.
"Departments are doing new
and different, things and cannot
any longer be categorized in the
traditional sense," Schmidt said.
. Journalism chairman James
Crow said he didn't "think there
is an Arts and Sciences department that doesn't lapse into
another department."
Mathematics chairman, Dr.
Arthur Steger, was the first to
discuss the group requirements
as entrance requirements.
Steger said, "I visualize group
requirements as forcing or com·
pelling students to take a wide
choice of courses for a liberal arts
education. English and math will
not contribute to a liberal
education. English and math are
more like entrance requirements.
The students should already
know the basics of these. The
responsibility here is the high
schools'."
History Professor Steve
Kraemer suggested a combination of a remedial program
and a liberal arts education might
be necessary.
"We can't have a liberal arts
education if people haven't lear-

James Crow
ned the basic disciplines of
reading and mathematics,"
Kraemer said. He said a liberal
arts education is "transcending
the old limitations, One must do
pre-disciplinary work before he
can do post-disciplinary work."
Anthropology chairman, Peter
Workman, suggested some sort
of requirements for entrance into
the college should be instituted.
Join us for Eugene ;McCarthy,
He said students should be at
some level of knowledge before
independent candidate for President,
they are allowed to enter the
on "The Challenge of 1976"
college.
"Either students can test out
March 29th at 8:00pm in Popejoy Hall
or take courses to get to that
level prior to getting into arts
Ad~ission is $2.50 public, $1.00 students
and sciences," Workman said.
Tickets on sale March 22 at UNM SUB,
A member of the arts and
Gold Street Circus and Natural Sound No.2
sciences student advisory com______________
IC_on_ti_nu_o_d_••_r_•~_·•__
J21
_!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

J

Gene McCarthy

Annual Spring Sale
March 25, 26 and 27
50% Off-Rental Cross
Country Equipment
20% - 30% Off-New
Cross Country Equipment
20%-30% Off

SALE!
Colored

Xew, Discontinued & Second
Backpad:ing Equipment
Winter Clothing, Down .Jackets,
Down Bags, Tents and Packs.

)eons

1/4 Off
f

/:.
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• tom pact "eel case bolts

to frame.
• locks and unlocks 1il seconds

• _cui, shatter and iaiilper·ptoof.
•· C0$1£. JeM tmn Inadequate
systems

SIGN UP NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW AND
OBTAIN AN INT~RVIEW PACKET

ORDER NOW!

Students Sdt Aw:treness Group. ConC'I!rnt>i'l
n.hout alrohol ahust•'J C[)mc to a discussion. Wednesday, 8 p.m .. rm 230, SHB.

LAW SCHOOL PLACEMENT,
1117 STANFORD N.E., ROOM 105
CAREER SERVICE CEN_TER,
MESA VISTA HALL, ROOM 2130

ON CAMPUS APRIL 2-8

Nt'W M(•:<ito fiodatist Worhr.s Party st:\tt> con·
vt•ntiun meets Wt~ri-t'l:csdny hight~ 1~30 p.m., rm
253, SUD_ to nomil1<tll1 Jls 'pi'('Sid~ntial tnndidate
for 197G.lntcrcslt'd persons welcome-.

~
BAN~AMERICIRD

e ;., ,. JU

F'rt•shmcn (llltoll('d fclr 12 or more hours. rail
!Wnlt•stcr '75 who· obt:1incd 3.5 GPA or hetl(.'t" nn•
ttligib!(• foi' lllE'mbt•rsllit- ih l'hi gta Sigma, a r'r('sh·
mnn Hon<~i'ai'y Grollli· Organhationnl mN,ting of
l"host! intt•rt•strd, AprilS, 7:30p.m., rm 129, Strll.
Ava.fablc only by inall hom
The W1111ams Company
370 East lith Avenue
Denver,

Colorado 80203

A!lo-.. ~ 6 "ttkS rDr d~hvetr

1602 Central S.E.
(2 Blocks West of UNffi)
7202 menaul N.E.

~quare dant'ing with the Witgon Wheels Club
lh1s :tt1d OVl'ry Thursday nighl, 7-9 p.tn" rm 176,
Johnson Gym,

Aqu!'rinns Aware: Nrw or.!-(nhf?.ation to bring
Aquarmns togl.'thcr ih tfit' Bicent('ilflinf phone
842·0682.
• '
, I

waar•a

Sale limited to in
store stock. Come
early for best selection

6307 Menaul N .E.
881-5223
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Angels & Devils: Sincetity Can Be Youts

g
~

''Angels: God's Secret Agents"
~ Dr. Billy Graham
o Doubleday and Co,/$1,. 95

here are an example of sincerity
and strong religious belief of the
modern Christian, the human
race is not as intelligent as we
might think. In fact, one might be
put to task to establish just how
ignorant humans are.
Dr. Graham is the William Jennings Bryan of his time. His voice
is as eloquent, his style as flamboyant, and his beliefs similar. If
not for his sincerity, he would be
the world's most admired bum,
pkin. Instead all he claims is a
large bank account and the title
D.D.
In his latest book, Angels,
Graham writes that too much attention is spent on devils and not
enough on angels, so he has set
the balances even with this book.
He puts forth the "positives of
Christian faith."
The stories of divine intervention are evidence of
angels' existence but Graham
doesn't gloss over this wellknown fact. Instead, he sparkles
over the many different logical
battles that now rage among the
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An Ibsen classic, Hedda Gabler, will open· tonight at 8:15p.m. in the
Exper.imental Theatre in the Fine Arts Center at UNM. The show will
play through March 28; til:kets are $2 for students and $2.50 for the
general public at the Fine Arts Box Office.
~ponsored by the English department and directed by David Jones,
·associate professor of English, Hedda Gabler will be a "realistic play"
but will be modernized somewhat by Jones.
He says, "Of all of Ibsen's plays, Hedda is the one with the fewest
things that date it. We will try to give an interpretation of Hedda that
• has never been seen. She is usu'ally played as a neurotic, willful,
destructive, malicious woman. People never look beyQnd h~r behavior
to see what she's trying to create."
.
·
Jones adds, ''I agree that Hedda's metliods aren't always the best,
but she is critical of modern bourgeois living and wants a more heroic·
reality that she sees in primitive images. She lives vicariously; she
uses other people to realize her dreams. That approach is indicative of
society's treatment of women in 1890,"
.
Because of the potential for reinterpreting the character, Jones has
wanted to direct Hedda Gabler for several years. He says, "It is my
favorite Ibsen play and it is also the toughest one to cast. Not many
actresses have d,one justice to the part but Marilyn Pittman, a recent
graduate of UNM, is an accomplished actress who can definitely handle it. If for no other reason, people should SP.e this play because of the
cast."
Joining Marilyn Pittman will be Ellen Dowling, a UNM graduate
student;. student Stuart Dyson, junior Peter Shea Kierst and Ron
Guillemette of Albuquerque.
·
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RECONDITIONED VOLKSWAGENS FOR SALE
TIMING ADJUSTED NEW POINTS, PLUGS
CARBURETOR ADJUSTED
VALVE ADJUSTED
BRAKE ADJUSTED OIL·CHANGE
CLUTCH ADJUSTED CLEAN SCREEN
STEERING ADJUSTED

$23 • 95

SPECIAL MAJOR TUNING
3610 • 2nd St. N.W.
Albuquerque
3•5·3271

218 Moitle:tuma
Santa Fe

••••••••
Today at
Okie's!·
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THEATRE DEPT: Two mor~ plays will b~ pr~s~nt~d by the UNffi theater departm~nt. "Lyslstrata"
will play Thursday and Saturday, "Popejoy Hall, 8 p.m. Harold Pinter's "Bitthday Party" will
. play friday, 8 p.m. In Rod~y Theatre. Bruce Rathbun and Bruce Danyluk from "Lyslstrata" are
pictured abov~.

·British Photogrophers
at ASA
.
.

the show, has been on tour in Britain begun to exhibit the
throughout Britain and is curren· photographic image in its own
tly touring Europe, the U.S. and right. This exhibition reflects the
Canada. The purpose of the show individual preference and direcis to illustrate the growth of· tion of its artists. Although many
photography in Britain as a of the photographs have been
published and exhibited before,
documentary art form.
Thomas Southall, gallery there has not been an exhibition
director, says photography has that adequately reflects this
only recently been accepted as a period of British photography unform of art in England. He adds, til now."
The ASA Gallery is located in
"The past five years have been a
unique period of growth and the UNM Student Union Building
and is open Monday through
rediscovery of this medium."
Friday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
have

HEAVY DUTY
t~ifedmc

'l'hc Cat

$6.95 eaeh
LOAD STADIUZEitS

J.Hclftnc Guarllnle(" ~I''or As J,()ng AH You Own
Tile rar ... !Fronts & Ut'arsl

Group Price

2 for S27 .50
513.95 each
Alit ADJUS'rABLE SUOCKS
(Kit Included)

21.78

l.. ifellme Guarantee • For AB J.ong AfJ Vou Own

A v(.ragc ltetail
l~rlce

STUDENTS, FA€ULTY AND STAFF
F...ory Direct Tire Woro!Ki..M hu ml.'ll orrongemeniiiOf you to purch-ICJp quality tiroo, bi-les lnd
ohock obtorblrl dlriiCIIy from thllr
11 4815 Jefferson N.E. In Albu-que. FKW! T1rit
Wart m Ia I I I t - II I l l - " ' I!IOIIIflc.
All products otlorod are monut...urod by..,.. of 1111 notlonl most rooPKfod monuiiCturWS under l>fivllbrlnd norMS. AddiUonot ln!O<motlon can bl obtained otlhl Woroi!OuM.
' F...ory Direct Tire provl- convenient OfHIItop -Including lrM movnUng at c:aoh lnd carry prlc:ao."
Addltionllly. olec1ronic b.lionclng, shock lns!llt.Uon. broke, suopenolon a n d - atignrnentsenlcesare available at
the WarlllouM at highly competitive prlcat. All are performed by experienced sldlliod mechanics. A
Gnr
locollon mop t. provided IO< lfOUr convenience.
*P-1·---•ortt.-chorgosrO..OIIIottypoOofMl-

*"'er.ou..

-A.

40,--MILE GUAUITEE
EXTUmEIITH
FI-IUII IELTED 4+2

The strongest 'ever! Manufactured by one ol the
world's largest lire makers. Whitewall, 4 full ply
polyester cord + 2 fiberglass cord belts. 6-ply
tread. Lifetime road hazard, workmanship and
materials guarantee. 40,000-mile tread wear
guarantee.
......
"'
Free
._
Elllll
Mounting
1'1111
Ta

Endorses
ffilke Benavldet
·tar

l'''' .· /

fr;tlr~f
Paid For ·By Howard Pace, Treasurer •r 6'"" '";,
.,
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48.25
45.25
54.25

29NF

21.74
24.45

42W

46.45

23.95

72-Sidemount
74-Sidemount
77-Sidemount

47.25

25.80

50.45

29.95
32.95

60.95

-

1'11e Car.

2 for $39.75
MACPHEilSON STRUTS &
INSTALLA1'10N
Now!l! The SprciaJ Sh~ks For IJatsunr~,
Vo1kswagens, Toyotil!li, Capri&, Colt!J, P.1at.das
lind Flats

LOW COMPLETE PIUCES
NOW POSTED IN OUit

30,DOO-MILE IUlUNTEE

- - MILEIUIPMIEE
~111111.71Sclperb handling, great traction, loog mileage and
fuel economy. Whitewalls. Lifetime road haza'd,
workmanship and materials guarantee. 50,000.
mile tread wear guarantee.

-

.....
._ .....
1'1111

24
24F
53

22.30
22.28
22.10

4-PLY

mEL RADIALS

....

38.75
44.25
48.25

22F
22NF

Guarantee .. Yor- Asl.ong As Vou Own

4 for 525.95

Sizes: fit most 12 Volt US & Foreign Qus.

The Anti·Texas Defamation League

ASUNm President

-·'"'
>:

42-Month Service Guarantee

1969
Prices

All Day
and
All Night

~
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HEAVY D UTY CNo Tr•dc Requited!

I

.
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Made by one of the World's
Largest Battery Manufacturers

!11

TUNE·UP ENGINE CONDITION PERMITTING

z

(!)

BATTERIES

$169.50

REMOVE CARBON

:0

The ASA Gallery will host
possibly the largest p]!oto exhibit
ever held on the UNM campus
today through April9.
,
Approxim.ately
92
photographs representing 14
British photographers will be included in the show which' is
currently on loan from the Visual
Studies Workshop of Rochester,
New York.
"Young
British
Photographers," organized by
Mark Edwards and Chris Steele-

I

BOREDWALK

(!)
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Christian faithfuls such as why problems, paralyzed limbs, house and a stray cat that eats
population control works so well collapsed lungs, tumors, kidney and runs.
in heaven, or why angels never disorders,
It is sad but true. Miss Monanemia,
ulcers,
get
the
flu.
To
the
Marxist
half
of
.g
* * *
hemorrhoids, severe burns, 'tgom.ery may be making her
...:l "Companions Along the Way"
the Christian world, he brillian· rheumatic fever, cataracts, blood money on the senile, and they
~· Rutlt Montgomery
tly describes the class system in clots, hypertension, and asthma love every minute of it. So do I. in
~ Popular Library/$1. 75
heaven.
just to name a few. One of his my own way.
.....0
* * *
Readers should find the story elderly patients stopped treat- . Companions Along the Way is
·~ "Born To Heal"
of Lucifer most tragic. "He was ment because she thought she an equally idiotic book about
a;
Rutlt Montgomery
the most brilliant and most would live too ]Qng. You can reincarnation. Miss Montgomery
~ Popular Library/$1. 75
beautiful of all created beings in check the records, lJays Mon- takes a few psychic trips .with
heaven. He was probably the tgomery. If you can find them.
her spirit friend Lily to meet
* "'
Q)
z
Review by S.V. Hinchberger
ruling prince of the universe, unBorn to Scot-Irish parents, Jesus; to see how life was in the
Sincerity is by far the most
der God, against whom he . July 13, 1895 in St. Paul, Min· barren wastes of Moab; to
00
Q)
profitable of the human virtues,
rebelled." It seems that com- nesota, Phil X was a change of become a Princess of Egypt; a
bG and if the three books reviewed
petition is not a heavenly virtue.
life baby who early in life was young wife in the dissolving
~
But the thought that right now curing assorted wrecked hulks of court of Louis XV; and a Vicuncles and limping aunts. His torian poetess.
identity is kept a secret, though
Her whole hook sounds like
thousands know him, so he can her philosophy, "What we think,
ATTENTION
live the last few centuries of life · we become," and Miss MonSINGERS
in peace. He still has his own tgomery thinks best in front of a
teeth, you know!
typewriter.
.~.
ballet folklorico
The doctors will have to con·
Some of the interesting points
thousands of people are praying
de ulbuquerque
to the second choice, the. one who tinue going to their primitive that her book·brushes over. but
won the battle, is almost classes to learn the rudiments of doesn't consider of interest to
Will b.C!J~I!:I~(bf',JI!.I5.~~~
frightening. Considering all that h'ealing. Phil is far ahead of them. her readers are, since the spirits
E ~~...~.JSlJ~,
NJ'I:>!u
. . ;yt
_Q~.l
has happened in the name of He spent many a year perfecting recognize a separation of the
does
that
mean
Christianity there still might be his powers of healing along with sexes,
.
hope for salvation. The war is not his powers to foretell the future, something? What mysterious
find mates for lonely people, heal roles does the other world have
over.
~_.;.'\'
Dr. Graham then· penetrates hQrses (in fact many won horse for each sex? Is the women's
Super selection of hard & soft
~.9J:~J-~ SA;NQ/H Z
the mystery of UFOs by saying races after his touch) and ten- movement all bunk over there'?
"··q,r to' '·1\f~,J\iT{ii co
·'
they might be angels. He is derize steaks. Our poor un- Why isn't anyone reincarnated
~~)i u!-:p'f1ony ~pl/o~
Contact Lens Cleaners willing to wait until the winged faithful quacks will have to study into Attila the Hun? Why always
wonders come out and make their little brains out to get a are they soft-soap observers? Do
\,\i/.~l
and Solutions
Cl~S\'~i!~ll.) L • · on
themselves
known before he is license in one state; Phil is licen- the powers c'hoose who gets to be
Contacts Polished in our Lab
T,~sl:l~y·;M'a
23
going to start leaving gifts and sed. in two states, California and what? What kind of erect animal
ut"'the 'Student Union
that has a brain larger than a
giving sermons on the spacecraft Nevada.
1 DAY SERVICE
No,
you
can't
go
to
your
local
chimpanzee
would read or
from heaven.
Room 253 at 7:00pm
store
or
faith
believe
this
type of tentwitch
accessory
In the preface, Graham ~ays
for more Information call
Casey Optical Co.
You
either
got
it
or
you
literature?
Why
do the powers
healers.
the book is written to "bring
842-9434 or 255-7631
(next door to Casey Rx. Drugs) comfort to the sick and dying; to don't. Once you got it though, send this back to us and not a
good murder story'?
bring encouragement to those you can charge a mild $200.00.
SW corner of Wash. & Lomas
This book has just what so
Miss .Montgomery's voice wilt~,.
who are under the pressures or
everyday living; to bring guidan· many readers demand in a story. echo through the rafters of tin
ce to those who are frustrated by Nothing! No thought, no plot, no roof churches where barefoot
believers still scream at the
the events of our generation's facts, no anything that could
thought
of eternal damnation and
shake
the
reader
out
of
euphoria.
problems." To anyone who
JESUS WHO?
MARCH 24
pray
over
every meaL
qualifies for the above, read Some will be held in awe and
Jesus was the one who appeared to have absolute
Dr.
Graham
takes the civilized
Graham's book and find the an· others will be held in the deepest
confidence- in his belief and behavior. He didn't
hicks
and
draws
them from the
swer, a flight into childhood and terror but mostly it will hold you
second·guess himself; he didn't back away from a
in horse-laughs and disgust. It is jaws of X-rated movies to the
fantasy.
confrontation
If Graham's book is an example written for those few Bible billowing tabernacles of mass
Nicodemus asked him where one gets this power, and he anof Christian reason, Miss Mon- reading old spinsters who have rallies where they tremble to
swered, " ...what is born of the flesh is flesh; what is born
tgomery's book is an example of nothing to believe in except a forgiveness before his billowing
of the Spirit is spirit. Do not be surprised when I say; You
Christian day to day thought .. vdice that echoes through their prose.
must be born from above. The wind blows wherever it pleases
That is, faith converting ignoran·
or whe1·e it is going. That is how it is witlt all who are born of '
ce into profit. While Graham
the Spirit." (John 3:6-8)
might agree with anyone
snickering
at his latest, Miss
I want this confidence for myself, but I know it cannot be
starts out with in·
Montgomery
separated from following Jesus in his people-loving role.
· sanity that to the average
Christian· will read "too unreal Film: Don't Bother to Knock Drama: Lysistrata will play
·noland 1\.h:GregoT, c:ampus~minister
with Marilyn Monroe as a befud- Thursday and Saturday in
not to be true."
United Minlsteri~s Center
180ll.as i.omas N .'E.· Phone 247-0497
Born To Heal is a quaint dled baby-sitter shows tonight, 7 Popejoy Hall, 8 p.m.
I
biography of Phil X who by & 9 p.m., SUB. $1 admission.
Drama: Pinter's Birthday Party
touching ill persons, he cures Film: Badlands, directed by will play Friday night, Rodey
thein. It is the powers of Terence Malink, shows tomorrow Theatre, 8p.m.
THE :BUG & BEETLE.CLINIC
magnetic healing which were night, SUB, 7 & 9 p.m.
Drama: Ibsen's Hedda Gable1·
given
to him by someone up Film: Fellini's Juliet of the opens tonight aand runs through
VOLKSWA(;EN' SERVICE
above (raise your head in Spirits, said by some critics to Sunday, 8:15p.m., Experimental
.~E 1TAKE~THE:;;BUGS' OUT OF YOUR~BU__ !l~J
reverence). He has been known not meet expectations, shows Theatre.
to cure arthritis, strokes, heart Friday at the SUB, 7 & 9 p.m.
Film: Woody Allen as Fidel Music: Recital, Candace Brower,
Castro in Bananas, with some cello, 8:15p.m., Keller Hall.
MOTOR OVERHAVL
wild comedy, Saturday, 7, 9 & 11 Music: Recital, Ross Holmen,
p.m., SUB.
horn, 4 p.m. Sunday, Keller Hall.
FREE ESTIMATES
NEW CHROME RINGS ALIGN RODS
Poetry: Ishmael Reed will read Music: Recital, Mary Zuecher,
FULL PRICE LABOR &
NEW ROD BEARINGS NEW GASKET
his poetry next Tuesday night, 8 voice, 8:15 p.m., Tuesday, Keller
p.m.,
Kiva.
Hai.J.
·
NEW OIL
PARTS - ENGINE
GRIND VALVES
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lnterpretqtlon of Hedda
Presented
Experimentally
...
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tmt-LIIE OUIUTY-IIIIIUM SAFETY
PIHIUI 71 SEll£$ POLYESTEII

Full 4-ply whitewalL ManufaCtured by one ol the
world's largest tire makers. Lifetime road hazard,
workmanship and materials guarantee. 30,000·
mile tread wear gUlltantee. ·
ftl.

I*

EXTENDED TIRE LIFE
LIMITED GUARANTEE

1.74

Three separate guarantees completely protect your
tire Investment.
TREAD WEAR GUARANTEE (NO TIME LIMIT) Factory
Direct Tire guarantees the original purchaser the full
mileage for which the original tire was guaranteed, or
be given a C(edit on a new tire based on the or,iginat
purchase pnce prorated on the basts of m11eage
used, not inctudmg Federal Excise Tax, stale and
local taxes. EXAMPLE: If a $35 tire with a 50,000
mile guarantee wears smooth · 25,000 mites, the
purchaser wilt receive a $17
credit toward the
purchase of a new tire. This
of the guarantee
Is
alignment and
speeds. Full

Til

-
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~ ·chaparrals Offer Opinions
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By Joe Donnelly and Jo Lopez
'2 Within a decade, ice hockey
...:l has changed from a game of fast
skating, ballet finesse, pin-point
pas$ing and hard shooting into a
game
of intimidation and wild
0
~
violence.
.
';<
<ll
Unfortunately for the National
:;E Hockey League it may be true
!:: that real hockey fans don't really
<ll
go to games to see fights. Hockey
attendance
is down 300,000
0
'"'" people this season. 'l'o further
g;, baffle intimidation proponents
~ this year the most successful
'team is the Montreal Canadiens,
a team that utilizes the athletic
talents of their players rather
t'han their fists.
But the unnecessary assaults
are continuing in the game. One

aA
z

-

o( the all time greats, Bobby
Hull, made a personal protest of
the violence by sitting out a
game.
The late:;;t example of hoodlum
behavior is the confrontation between Dan Maloney of the Detroit
Red Wings and Brian Glennie of

·

,

Daily Lobo

· .

~ports,

the Toronto Maple Leafs.
Maloney is the third player in
five years to have criminal
charges brought against him.
In an early November game
between the two teams in Toronto, Maloney attacked. Glennie

The University
of New Mexico
Student Publications
Board
is accepting applications for

Editor
of the New Mexico Daily Lobo
Application forms may be picked up from
the Student Publications Office in Marron
Hall, room 131. The forms must be returned
to . that office· by noon, on · April. 1. The
Board .will meet to interview the applicants
on April 6, 1976. All Applicants must be
enrolled at the University of New Mexico
to be considered for t~e position.

from behind, slugged him stupid,
repeatedly slammed him to the
ice and put him in the. hospital
with a concussion. He got a fiveminute penalty and a $100 fine.
The
same
night,
Ron
Stackhouse of the Pittsburgh
Penguins made an obscene
gesture to fans. He was fined
$100 and was thrown out of the
game. Causing one to ask there
must be something wrong
somewhere.
Last year's historic case of the
State of Minnesota vs. David
Forbes (Boston Bruins) ended in
a hung jury.
Forbes was charged with
aggravated assault for slashing
Henry Boucha, then of the Minnesota North Stars, and cutting
his eye. Boucha recently underwent a third operation to
correct double vision.
Forbes' attorney, Ronald
Meshbesher, defended him by
showing that fighting and violent
action was part of the game.
"I can't imagine our legislature
envisioned that the assault
statutes would be applied to any
type of professional athletic contest. If that's true, then everyone
who engages in boxing is guilty
of assault every time they punch
the other participant. The application of the law to Mr. Forbes
makes him a scapegoat," Meshbesher said in Sports Illustrated.
Intimidation
tactics
are
nothing new.
Intimidation
carried the Boston Bruins to the
Stanley Cup in the late sixties

B~~~J?..?II
tl2!!JY,~!~fi~~
...
~~~~!!I~
~
Finals Jonite 1
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After a long road tr1p m Texas,
the UNM. baseball team ret11rns
=
By Mark Seifert = home to touch the green, green
=
5 grass of home. They will touch it
The men's intramural basketball finals are tonight at Johnson Gym 13 times in the next 10 days as
beginning at 7:30p.m. with the "B" League-Burn Squad taking on the the 11-8 hardballers embark on a
long home stand.
Nurds.
The Lobos open with a 3 p.m.
At 8;30 p.m. in the "A" League, Tequila & 7 meets Perpetual
game against Colorado State
Motion.
In the "B" League look out for Rick "Flyswatter" Hildebrandt of today and play another game
the Burn Squad. He is a big man and clogs up the middle at both ends with the Rams at 3 p.m. Thurof the court. The Nurds (who beat my pick Natural High) have great sday. Then Southern Colorado·
outside shooting from Dennis Sanchez and great team balance. My comes in for a three-game series.
The opener will be Friday at 3
pick is the Nurds by five points.
and
Saturday's
In the "A" League it will be the quickness of 'r & 7 against the p.m.
power rebounding of Perpetual Motion. This will be a good game to doubleheader starts at 10 a.m.
watch and the team with the hot hand will win in the game. People to South Dakota State arrives next
watch for are David Tolliver, Leonard Wates and Charles Goodson of week for an eight game series.
Perpetual Motion. For 'r & 7 watch everyone because they like to run, They ptay single games at 3 p.m.
on Monday, Wednesday, Thurrun, run. My pick ....... pick'em. It's a shame someone has to lose.
·

l Hockey: Finesse & Blood
o

M 0 pinion

=

The Lobo pitcher re-injured his
elbow in the first game of the
Texas series and it is still not
known how serious the injury is.

g..

Business

Albuq., New Mexico, 87106
(505) 266-8414
~PJ1oto
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hy J11 Lopez
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Two referees try to break up Albuquerque's Gary Melrose
(no.2). Gloves and sticks strew the ice in Tingley· Coliseum. ·

but the most successful team in
the past three years, the
Philadelphia Flyers, have made
intimidation their motto: "Strike
only from behind and always at a
star."
In a recent issue of Sports
Illustrated, Philadelpliia's Dave
Shultz, the most celebrated
bullyboy, supports the theory.
"It makes sense to try and take
out a guy who's more important
to his team than I am to mine. If I
take out Brad Park, that's not a

Friday, March 26, 1976
5:00 p.m., SUB Room 250-C

bad trade, is it? I'm more
valuable in the box than I am on
the bench."
In · the
same · article
Philadelphia's Bobby Clarke, one
of the greatest centers in hockey,
said in defense of violent action,
"If they cut down on violence,
people won't come out to watch.
Let's face it, more poeple come
out to see Dave Shultz than Bobby Orr. It's a reflection of our
society. People want to see
violence."
· One of the main reasons for the
rise in hoc,key violence is the formation of two national proleagues and expansion within the
two leagues causing a spreading
of talent that allows more
physical brutes into league play
who never had a·chance ten years
ago. ·
Coach Bob Gernander of The
Albuquerque Chaparrals, the pro
Southwest Hockey League
'ream, agrees. "Violence doesn't

.

1
Pholn hy .)tJ I,<lJit'?

Chap winger Dwight Stockham (right) takes on an Amarillo Wrangler in fisticuffs. Notice
the word on the loose stick.
I

.. ~.Hockey: Finesse &·Blood
1rontinucd from pav,r 101

draw the good fans. We're not
trying to promote a carnival,
we're promoting hockey," he
said.
He said the reason there are
fights in the SWHL is because of
· the size of the league. "If the
Lobo basketball team had to play
the same team is times and the
same two fellows went un-

(Continued on page il)

derneath the boards each game
and you had the same guy
elbowi-ng the other, tempers
would flare.
"As .far as fighting goes, personally I prefer the Montreal
system. They can fight if they
have to but they prefer to skate."
Earlier in the season Mike
Chu bey, of the Chaps, and Barrie
Stafford of the Amarillo

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Wranglers got into a stick fight.
Chubey speared Stafford abov('
the eye causing sixteen stitches.
The two were given game
suspensions.
Chubey, defending his role in
the incident, said Stafford should
have been out of the game earlier
for spearing Chap teammate
John "Chico" Paquette. "I
couldn't let him get away with
it," Chubey said. "If you do,
every time you play he's going to
think he can get away witb it."
Earl Sargent, leading man in
- penalties for the Chaps, had this
to say: ''If the officials controlled
the game early there would be
less fights.''
Whether hockey violence increases or decreases will depend
as much on the fans as it does the
players, they're the ones paying
for the spectacle of the sport. Until then, hockey keeps Rollerballing along.

fJ/If

Prescriptions filled
lenses replac:,t.fJIIf

,,
,

Sat.

Mail To
UNM Box 20. University of New Mexico,·
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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266-0282
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OPJ~~!t~S
9:00-4:00

511 Wyoming NE

265-3668

265-3667

. ------New Office 4523 4th NW 345-5301

Now
Available
In
.
All

11:30am & 7:30pm - SUB No. 250 A&B

Student's International
Meditation Society
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Free introductory lecture
Wednesday, March 24
Marron Hall, Room 132

1
I

Ar~~nLH

"

Enlightenment

1

Applications are available in the College
of Fine Arts Office, room 1103 in the I•'ine

A systematic program
for developing

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 f!linlmum charge
Terms Cash in advance

I
1
I

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
THE APPLICATION DEADLINE Ii'OR
SUMMER & FALL 1976
WILL BE MARCH 31st, l97a

1
I
I

New Mexico Daily Lobo

Placed by _ _ _ _ _ Telephone

~.

r,eigh announced the starting g
rotation for New Mexico in the t:::l
first thr\le games. Wednesday it ~will be Pat Bcilsmith on the ·~
mound followed by Jack Hollis on 0t"'
Thursday and Rick Connel on C"'
Friday. The starters for Satur- 0
day's doubleheader will be an- ~
nounced later.
>1

3500 Central S.E.

Rememberlto Vote on A ril 17

Enclosed$~~-

~

Fine Furniture
Collectibles

ASUNM·
Candidates'
Meeting

Please place ·the following classified advertisement in the New Mel<ico
Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Ri:mt; 5
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel B. Miscellaneous.

pair of doubleheaders, Tuesday
at 1 p.m. and Saturday at noon.
The Lobos are coming off an
11-game road trip in Texas and
Coach Bob Leigh does not like
the idea of having to play two
long series in a row.
''You don't get the chance to
work out all the problems you see
when you're playing every day,"
Leigh said. "If we had a couple of
practices in between I could
straighten some things out."
The long series will also test
the Lobo pitching staff, but
Leigh isn't sweating that
problem out. "Our pitching was
real good in "''exas and I found
out a few things about some of
our pitchers."
The Lobos will be hurting from

General Store
111 Harvard SE

I
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mfrJCiO'F ALI.. types, 21l6·477o~3/M-

CLASSIFIEI)
ADVERTISING

HOW DO 'l'HEY Do It'/ Find out at The Blue
Harcem Ilelly Dl\IJclng School. CaH 255·19fl7. For

~!L~~!L~~~: Lo!~.~ lcn_.;,n._~~.!.t~~l_!l_~:.,. ,~~6·-·
~'OR

EDITOR(At.. ASSIS'l'ANCE with your
cllssutatlon, spuech, or presentation, Cilll Harvey
Frnuenl{lnss, Prolcsslonal Communication Ser·
vice,.. 344·8344.
4/30
-·
..,.,...,.,.,. ...,....,_._...
EXPERIENCED 'r'iPIS'r, M11nuscrlpts, theses,
papers, Village Apar~mcnts 332() Wyoming NE
~!.:.~~!!;96~4~~--~~:__. _____ ,_,._~- ·-··--

Jlafes: 15 ceut11 per word Pi!)' day, lme dollar
minimum, Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with no changeJ, nlne l.'en·
t~ per 'I!Vord per day 111o refllnds If cancelled
before five Insertions), Classified .ad•
vertlsements miiNt be. p11d In ·~vanee,
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ARE YOU BElliNO In Your Hrnding'l Evlllyn
Wood Heading Dynumks Is ofrcring a special 4·
W!!ok dass which will be over hllforCJ finals · nnd
finals begin In unly 7 weeks. For Information or
rl!scrvations In this limilcd•sl!nting class phone
2fl0·7322. 3/29 ~'AMOUS QUIVIItA BOOKSHOP
11nd l'holograJlhy Gallery Is l/2 block from John·
~~: 9X111 on~G-~~~~~1: sr~ci:~l ~~r~c_r:s~·r.~.ic!!. trn
l'ASSI'Oit'l', .IDI~NTIFICATION plwtos. I,owesl
prices In townl 11ast, picllsinf{• Ncnr UNM. C1tll
2flli 2444 or cunw to 1717 Gir(lrd lllvd. Nl'}. lfn
sul•ttEME 'i'YP!NG 'sEn~iJCE. c~·u N~'w.'26s·.
4880. :1/26
--- -<'-"'""'-'"'
..
I'HQFgSSIONAl. 'l'YPIS'l'. HIM st•lcctrit.
Guaranll'ed arcur:wy with rc.o:tseln:lblc rates. 298·
7147. 3/26
...... ... ---=""''"-"" . . . . '"'"""··
_,_.
J,A W SCHOOl.. ADMISSION lt•st April 10.
Prepare now, mll Proressinnul l~tlucators of Nt•w
Me)(h'll, Inr., 255 <1050. 4/5
~
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Anthl'o, Cluh mocting: Dr. Joe Tainter speaks
on social evolution among hunters and gatherer&,
Thursday, 7:30p.m, rm 149, Woodward,
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SINGER MACHINE, !~crt in lay;1way. Not
Info meeting on UNM summer sl!ssion in
· claime!l. EcJuipp~d to buttonholo,r.igr.ag, l'tc, Pay
Gut1dnlajara, Mexico, Thursday, 3·5 p.m., In·
$26.00 und tako machine. 3.105 Cc~ntral m;, 256tcrnntionul Ctr., 1808 Las I. omas NH. All
3506. 3/29
welcomQ.
l1ICYC!,B SALE: French Gitane~. from Renault,
$130 list only $115 from R.C, llallcn's, 843·
Po.litlons for ASUNM s!!natorial, vico·
9378. trn
•
. presidential and presidential ~undidacy available
•
.;··-·"
REJA!,(,y DlFFErtENT HOUSE, Soulhl'ast
in ASUNM office rm 242, SUB. Petitions due Mar·
ch 24,4 p.m.
·
heights. I•'ircrllnccs, trees, private, $1SOO down.
Owner 268·0398. 3/24
UNM Democrats meet Wednesduy, 7 p.m., rm
NI~w4lli,cketWh;~j~··~r~k~··;:~.;onWi5.boit4;,
231-C, SUB. Everyone ~elcome,
E~~."~.:~oo._8SJ::o~.~·- 3!2~·- · · · - - .. -~--~
POTT!'.ms WIIEEI,S DINACK COHP Factory
Attcn~lon Henlth Science students! Please help
~.~~:~~~~~~~-~~:~~~~~~... ~~::~4fi!!_~~!:lf~_3~3~-· su.ve 11 life today by donating a pint of blood. The
Illoodmobile will be nt BCMC second noor lab
I'I~UGO'I' PR·lO Reg. $239,95, now $184.9li. The
'l'hursdny, 11:30a.m. to.5:30 p.m.

3. SERVICES

'""~

,.,.,. . ,o--, .• ,..,.................. .

_Free concert by Folkways recording artist 'l'om
Parrott, followed by open jam, Folksc1ng Club,
Thursday, 7:30·10 p.m. rm 250·A,J1, SUB,

.

,~_.,..,_.._-r.•

.... -o;c--

5. FOR SALE

o~

t,OS'l': DOG mostly G11ldon Retriever,
months, University Area, Reward. Salll!! 21i5·
4351. 3/:10
...
.
·-··'1·
.. - .......,.
$50 FOH RING Grel•n crrH'kod oval hlrlfUoise.
S!lllccd bnnd, Dobrn/DilVf.! ~/o, 277·6101 8·5.
Ceilloct 1·864·8539, 3/30
..
...... .-"""""',.
.-.,'"' ·
"
FOUND: SE'l' OF Cnr koys 3/9 evening, UNM
~~1101, Cont;1tt llfegtn!r~~ :.!!·~5~~! 3(~~-·--·~· _
I~OUND: CALCULATOR-brown cnse, SUfi
cnfeterin,
821·6194 or 883-2911. 3/26
•-·
............
-=-, ....
LOST: Wlll'l'E SmJPIIlmD I'Uf18 wec•ks old. 6lh
1
& 1ruit. Call265·7359ufter 6. newurd. 3/29

Senator Colin Knight wil.l hold 1>f£ice ho11rs
t1>day, 2:30 to 5 p.m. in thll Ser1ate olficc, rm Z48,
SUB.

Pre·Mcd meeting Thursday, 7 p.m. rm 250•E,
SUB. Elections, plan blood drive, bring id!!as.

~···--..--·'

.... ~·--··
male, 11

~
Jl
ts;;;::=:;:;:;:;::.:::::=:=::=;:::::;::::;:;::=;:;::::::::.::=~..-J/"

APAR'fMEN'l' fOil REN'l', utilities paid, l block
from ~llmpu$. !·bedroom $175 per month. 266·
1997, an5
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ROOMMA'l'~~ WANTEPI Male or female, lo snare
houso. $80/mll., starting Aprill. l 1/2 miles from

_~·

.I'REMJiJD MmE?riNG 'l'hur~. 7:00pm Room 250-E.
sun E;lect!o ns. 3/~4

2. LOST & FOUND

_,~_...._._,"<"-',.

£~·"'e~
Group Requirements.
•·c;

ASUNM Senate meets t()day, 7 p.m. rm 129,
SUB. rlltcrcl.liud persons invited.

4. FOR RENT
•• -
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1972 DA'l'SUN 510, 4 door, automatic, fnctory uir,
below retail, $1650 negotiable lunds. 883·0992 af·

!~r.u,:o~,f!:'~~~~-~-·- ~- ....... ~~-- .... ~-

ACCOUSTIC .301, II 0 umr,lificrs, nl'W. fles~ offer.
298 9858, 266·887 ~. 3/26
1968 RAMJ11,ER 4 door, 1lir tamlitioning, $380,
345·7508. 3/30
CUS'l'OM nU!llf BEAIJTY 4 hr/dcn, po(,l & bath
house, 1017 Gir'Jlrd NE, Fred •rorres R!!allor. Ask
f;>r_T.?~ ,~~~·?~c~3._:!.~~~i~~~ ~42·~~~·~.~~ ...... .
'J'AKUMAH (I'EM'l'AXI 135mm, f3.5 lens with
casl.', $170 value, now $75. l'••rrl•rL condilion. Call
242·2107. 3/26
1!173 HONDA Z liO. exrt•llonlcondition, 299-2365.
277·•1721 Adn. 3/26
1970 Wlll'J'g ZIG ZAG I>clulCl' cloSl• out. But·
tonholcs. blindhl'nlS, monograms without attch,
$40 or 10 puyml.!nts $1.25. 3105 C~·nlrnl Nl~, 262·
0037. 3/211
....._.->=-----•"'"" .........
S'l'Em;o AND SPEAKERS-Nikko S'l'A/4030
Multipll•x rccc.•iVl•r ~'ET/I.C. 2 c:hannel/4 t•hanncl
with ndnptor. 'l'wo mcctro·V!Jh•c IliA 12" :l WilY
system, walnut tinish sp~akcrs. Gn•nt sound! Cull
21l(l 3833. :3/29
MGA 12" B&W Jlorlahl~ 'l'V s()lid stnh' VIII<' &
UIU.' with antl'tlna'i. Finl' llllling. l~X('t•llt•nt t•on
dilion. Cnll260 3833. ~J/29
BANI<Hlii''I' Stl!rl'll slo!•k just bought out
Arizona dt'al(•r, Save up to 50 twr rl•nt of£ somt•
S;111sul Y:unnha amps, r('l•lto rl.'f.'l. 8 trac~k. err~.
t·nnsol!•s,tc•h•vision, eompont•nls, l•tr. 3105 <'t•ntral
Nlo~. :J 2!)
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Free Daytime
Activities
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6.

EMPLOYMENT

sui.i'M£n

"£rEi:r:~~r-;;~;d~·ci~J;-s;:;;kliZ~~.21";r
oldl!r. Available May 29·Sept.6, fostl!r 265·
6791. 3/30
....,.....•
........ _
.. --l'AR1' 'l'IME 11 ry·eook and counter sales. Must be
available evening and w.eckend. Approximately 25
hours per we~k. Allply in person University Dairy
Quel!n, 2:100 Central SE. 3/30
.,. .
- . . . . ....
WOflK PAR'P·'l'IME Now and full·time this sum·
ml•r! $400/mo, Call255·6309, 3:30·4:.30 only. .3/24
t.iOoi,{-·EM:t>i:ovM-im:--r;~i.:tr;;;~:·-M;;;.~;:,;..
l~rlday 11:00 2:00. Apply in pt•rson Fronliilr
Rcstnuranl, 2400 Central SE.. U/26 .
;fRAVE.L"··-~-~-·~··-·~··-.,.,_~=-"""'"*·"""'"""·-·
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VISJ'l' HUSSIA. Junl' 8-July 7. 'l'otnl t•ost
$!400-from Denver. Dcndline for reservations is
ll(lproachillg. Contact G. Harutunian at 351·A Or·
tegnllnll, 277-2·13•1, home 298·2229. 3/29
· ·~·~ -~ • ···- - ..._.... ~..

8. ' MISCELLANEOUS
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with
Marcel Marceau
Yass Hakoshima
SUB Ballroom Lobby
Monday through Friday
10:00am to 3:00pm

..··-:-

-

FOH GIU~A'l'IVI-J IJANI>MADE ctolhing & crafts.
.llanll Stitrh Co-op, 2000 Ct•ntral sr.;, 247 •l-1!18, 10·
6 Mon S:1t., Nt•w members Wl•lcomto. 3126
I•:N !.IGII'l'I~NM I·~N'I' -!•'ret• lnLrOihll'torv lt•t•Lur.,,
'l'l'allsl'~'lldcntal M~ditatinn. WNinl:'sd:;y Man·h
2,1, 11:30 a.111., 7::10 l"'n.-Sl'B rm 250A& H. :lt24

Gene Autry No.9
Mime Special
Antonine Hadck

~....,

7·

Presents

plus a

= ... ,.....,,.,..,..,.

(Contmued from page 71
.
mit tee present at the meeting,

R
· ·d
• · egener sa1 •

Dorothy Davidson, said tlie
group requirements should be
required for graduation from the
college. She gave her approval of
the committee's proposal

"Journalism is not necessary
to strengthen a major, I don't
think it is necessary for a
degree. It doesn't fit into the concept of a B.A. degree," Crow
'd
isiiaiii.;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.

praising its coverage of a "broad
area of knowledge.''
·
·
The purpose of the group
requirements is "not to bring Up
remedial people," she said. She
said it is up to the faculty to teach
the students and not expect to
have the best students in their
classes.
Committee member and
economics professor, Peter
Gregory, said even if it was
possible to . require arts and
sciences students to reach a certain level of knowledge in order
to enter the college, this would
still not guarantee that students
would know the basic disciplines.
Gregory said students not
necessarily in the college can get
into arts and sciences classes. He
said stiff requirements to get into
the college would only turn off
students from entering the
college of arts and sciences when
they could take the courses
anyway.
. The faculty attending showed
some favor towards requiring the
group requirements be taken
during a student's freshman and
sophomore years.
Physics chairman, Victor
Regener, said the junior and
senior years could then
be
opened to ''a broad new departure."
"Let them be brave after learning the basic disciplines but
don't let them out of the U niversity without knowing the basics,"
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Monday, March 29 Is The Last Day!
Available Through Your Chapter President

Continuous Showings

Jllllf"

Starring

[!!~~

,..

Today at 1:10, 2:50; 4:30
6:10, 7:50 and 9:30
.Adults $1!75 until 2pm
Monday.- Saturday ·

•uJ ~~!~an

'-Mateo N E 881·1080

Wednesday.

"Don't Bot her
To Knock"

Marilyn Monroe's first
dramatic role as a
demented girl who
babysits for some
strange people.

Thursday
"Badlands"
Director-Terrence Malick

Friday
"Juliet of
The Spirits"
Fellini

Saturday
7 & 9 & 11

"BANANAS"

Spencer Tracy
John Garfield

Wednesday, March
lOam & 12:30pm

24

"'-.
Jlllf

SUB Theatre

Sponsored by ASUNM ......_
and
~
Jllllf"
Student Activities

'-'..

lt

*********

/4 TOPAR FllMS,INC./SfD RELEASE A CiiLLlE•LEvY FILM

B.A.

)f.-Free Daytime Activitieslt.

"Tortilla Flat"

Greek Week Is Coming
Get Your Greek
Banquet Tickets Now!

·

SUB Theatre
7 & 9p.m. - $1.00

•

